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Repository 

 
 Financial Prediction! 

 

Markets allow you to buy and sell units of financial assets. If the prices 
of these assets increase, you will have some profit. If they decrease, 
you will lose money with them. It is as simple as that! If someone were 
able to buy an asset at the right time, he/she can become rich 
overnight! Is there something we could do to predict future stock 
prices given dataset of past prices? 

 

 

 

It seems very similar to a data science problem. However, the 
efficient market hypothesis states that stock market is random and 
unpredictable; but many major financial companies have been 
hiring machine learning experts to build predictive models and you 
can be sure that if these firms do have profitable models for trading, 
they are not going to share it with anyone else.  

This report is the first of a series on machine learning applied to 
finance, in which we try to highlight the possible use of ML and DL in 
finance. 
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Support Vector Machines 
Part 1 Classification 

In this first document, we are going to introduce the SVM algorithm, 
an old algorithm very powerful and still competitive with neural 
networks, mainly on small-medium size dataset.  

For an in depth analysis of the algorithm we suggest “An  Idiot’s guide 
to Support vector Machines” [1], which gives bright intuition of the 
math behind, notwithstanding the title. 

To summarize, the basic idea of support vector machines is to do 
pattern recognition by finding the   

– optimal hyperplane for linearly separable patterns and

_ extend to patterns that are not linearly separable by transformations 
of original data to map into new space via a Kernel function. 

The Support vectors are the data points that lie closest to the decision 
surface (or hyperplane). The function to minimize happens to be 
quadratic and therefore guarantees unity of the solution. 

We start with building three SVM models for financial prediction using 
scikit-learn and the SVC class for classification. To do this, the first thing 
we have to do is to transform an unsupervised problem as prediction 
in a supervised one. We then apply a SVM per classification. Later we 
will introduce SVR, or support vector machine for regression and we 
will use it in our prediction task. 

At first, we import the needed Python libraries: 

import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn import svm
from sklearn.model_selection import cross_val_score
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score, precision_score, \
    recall_score, precision_recall_curve, confusion_matrix
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Pandas will allow us to read data from the csv file of prices. Numpy 
will let us perform calculations on our data. Scikit-learn will let us build 
a predictive model and use needed metrics, matplotlib will let us plot 
our data points with our models on a graph to analyze.  

Now we collect our data. We want to evaluate a list of return values 
from the close prices of the Btp future: these lagged returns will be our 
first features.  

The next step is to write a function, called load_data, which reads the 
data from the disk.  

def load_data(filename):
    data = pd.read_csv(filename, header=[0],sep=';')
    return data

We can look at the first rows of the data: 

As it can be seen, the dataset needs to be preprocessed, before 
using it with the models. We have some price fields plus activity 
(volume and open interest) for the Btp futures. As a start, we will try 
to predict next day return using the lagged returns. To do this with a 
SVM, we transform the prediction problem into a classification 
model with the following function. 

The function builds two empty lists. The first list, return values, is filled 
with the return values calculated on the close prices (Last Price) and 
the second list includes the labels for the next day return value: zero 
if the return value is positive, one if the return value is negative. (We 
get rid of return values, which are 0). 

def return_function(filename, attribute='Last Price'):

    data = load_data(filename)
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    px_values = list(data[attribute])
    return_values = []
    labels = []

    for x, y in zip(px_values[:-1], px_values[1:]):
ret = np.log(y / x)
return_values.append(ret)
if ret >= 0:

labels.append(1)
else:

labels.append(0)

    labels = labels[1:]
    return_values = return_values[:-1]
    return return_values, labels

Plotting the histogram of labels, we can see that the data’s 
distribution is almost balanced between the two classes:  
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The last function will be predict return. The two arguments of this 
function are the list of return values and their corresponding labels to 
predict the next day up or down. In this function, the 80% of data is 
assigned to the train set and 20% to the test set. In the function, we 
create and train three models: each of them is a Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), with a different kernel. Then we use the model to 
predict a set of unclassified data (x_test). 

def predict_return(return_values, labels):
    return_values, labels = return_function(filename='pbt.csv',

attribute='Last Price')
    num_samples = len(return_values)
    return_values = np.array(return_values)
    labels = np.array(labels)

    return_values = np.reshape(return_values, (len(return_values), 1))
    labels = np.reshape(labels, (len(labels), 1))

    train_test_inds = np.random.permutation(num_samples)
    train_inds = train_test_inds[:int(0.8*num_samples)]
    test_inds = train_test_inds[int(0.8*num_samples)+1:]

    x_train = return_values[train_inds]
    y_train = labels[train_inds]
    x_test = return_values[test_inds]
    y_test = labels[test_inds]

    svm_lin = svm.SVC(kernel='linear', C=1e3)
    svm_poly = svm.SVC(kernel='poly', degree=2, C=1e3)
    svm_rbf = svm.SVC(kernel='rbf', C=1e3, gamma=10)

    svm_lin.fit(x_train, y_train)
    svm_poly.fit(x_train, y_train)
    svm_rbf.fit(x_train, y_train)

    ytr_lin = svm_lin.predict(x_train)
    ytr_poly = svm_poly.predict(x_train)
    ytr_rbf = svm_rbf.predict(x_train)

    yts_lin = svm_lin.predict(x_test)
    yts_poly = svm_poly.predict(x_test)
    yts_rbf = svm_rbf.predict(x_test)
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SVM is a linear separator. Therefore, if we only had two data classes, 
it would be a line such that the distances from the closest points in 
each of the two groups would be the farthest away. When we add a 
new data point to our data, depending on which side of the line it is, 
we could classify it accordingly with a label. 

To apply SVM, we use the SVC module imported from sklearn.svm. It 
is going to take two parameters:  

• The kernel

• The penalty parameter C of the error term.

For an in-depth overview of the model, see the documentation at 
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html 

We want two things when using SVM: a line with the largest minimum 
margin and a line that correctly separates as many instances as 
possible. However, we cannot always have both. Parameter C 
determines how much we want the latter. 

Our next SVC kernel is polynomial. Based on the No Free Launch 
theorem in mathematics, there is no single approach that guarantees 
to work better than others dealing with a specific problem, so we will 
try both. Finally, we create one more SVC using a Radial Basis Function 
(RBF). RBF defines similarity to be the Euclidean distance between two 
inputs if both are right on top of each other.  

The max similarity is one. If too far, it is a zero. The gamma parameter 
defines how far it is. Finally, we train each of our models on our return 
values data. Accuracy of each model on the train and test set will be 
obtained with the following code snippet. We also present the 
confusion matrix with the precision and recall values for each class 
resulted by RBF model:  
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accuracy_score(y_train, ytr_lin)
accuracy_score(y_train, ytr_poly)
accuracy_score(y_train, ytr_rbf)

accuracy_score(y_test, yts_lin)
accuracy_score(y_test, yts_poly)
accuracy_score(y_test, yts_rbf)

precision_score(y_test==1, yts_rbf==1)
recall_score(y_test==0, yts_rbf==0)
confusion_matrix(y_test, yts_rbf, labels=np.array([0, 1]))

SVM kernel Train set accuracy Test set accuracy 
Linear 52.13% 52.02% 

Polynomial 52.52% 52.16% 
RBF 52.60% 52.44% 

Predicted classes 
Class 0 Class 1 Recall 

True 
classes 

Class 0 245 2 0.992 
Class 1 207 2 0.009 

Precision 0.542 0.5 

The model does not achieve great results in prediction. If we look at 
the confusion matrix, we see that the model is always predicting a 
positive return or the prevailing class. In fact, if we revert the data and 
rerun the analysis, we get the opposite results: the model predicts a 
negative return. 
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SVM kernel Train set accuracy Test set accuracy 
Linear 53.18% 50.32% 

Polynomial 53.23% 50.61% 
RBF 53.71% 50.74% 

Predicted classes 
Class 0 Class 1 Recall 

True 
classes 

Class 0 0 226 0.0 
Class 1 0 230 1.0 

Precision 0.0 0.504 

We could also run a grid search with the tool GridSearchCV to get a 
better model, but, we will not go far away….. (from 
sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV). 

Data are the problem: if we scatter the first three lagged return in a 
3d space, we see a dense ball of points very difficult to separate.   
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In order to get better results, we need to add more features or find a 
different space where the points are separable (add more 
complexity). As an example, running the same code on a wider 
dataset with many features both in levels (scaled) and lagged returns, 
we can improve partially the results as shown in the confusion matrix 
below (still not acceptable results). 
In the literature, when used for financial prediction SVMs are often 
used after applying a dimensionality reduction technique (PCA, 
KPCA, ICA) on a large  dataset. For reference see: 
http://www.svms.org/finance/ 

By setting probability=True in the SVC class,  it is also possible to get 
the assignment probability behind each classification (probability of 
membership). 

svc=SVC(C=1,kernel='rbf', probability=True)
prob=svc.predict_proba(data_test)

Similarly to neural network, SVMs are sensitive to feature scale as 
shown below (from “Hands on Machine Learning with Scikit Learn and 
Tensorflow”), where the decision boundary improve after features’ 
scaling. 
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Part 2 Regression 

In the previous section, we applied SVM algorithm as a classifier to 
predict a ‘buy’ or ‘sell’ label. However, the asset price prediction 
problem can be considered more as a regression problem in which 
we are not predicting a class label but a value, therefore we could 
use regression. SVM can be used for the regression as well. The 
Support Vector Regression (SVR) is a type of SVM that uses spaces 
between data points as a margin of error and predicts the most likely 
next point in the dataset. 

In the. 

Again, the two functions that load the data and evaluate the return 
values are shown below; return_function evaluates the return values 
for any specified time step. 

def load_data(filename):
    data = pd.read_csv(filename, sep=';', header=[0])
    return data
data = load_data(filename)

def return_function(attribute='Last Price', time_step=0):

    px_values = list(data[attribute])

    return_values = []

    for x, y in zip(px_values[:-1-time_step], px_values[1+time_step:]):
ret = np.log(y/x)
return_values.append(ret)

    return return_values
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As it can be seen, the make_data function makes a Pandas data 
frame of return values for a range of time steps from 0 to 60 days. After 
making this data set, return values with time step 0 will be considered 
as labels to be predicted (next day return). The rest of data will be the 
features to be used for training the models. 

rt_list = [0, 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60]

def make_data(attribute='Last Price',rt_list):

    return_logarithms = pd.DataFrame()
    rt = return_function(attribute, lag=max(rt_list))
    m = len(rt)

    for rt_val in rt_list:
rt = return_function(attribute, lag=rt_val)
return_logarithms['r_t'+str(rt_val)] = rt[:m]

    return return_logarithms

To apply SVR, we use the SVR module we imported from sklearn.svm. 
It is going to take two parameters: the kernel, which is the type of SVM 
and the penalty parameter C of the error term. Just like the previous 
analysis, our first kernel would be linear in that we want a line with the 
largest minimum margin and a line that correctly separates as many 
instances as possible. A Polynomial kernel would be next choice and 
finally we use Radial Basis Function (RBF) as kernel.  

One way to evaluate the SVR’s parameters and model is cross-
validation. Generally speaking, K-fold cross-validation randomly splits 
the training set into K distinct subsets called folds, then it trains and 
evaluates the SVR model K times, picking a different fold for 
evaluation every time and training on the other (K-1) folds. The result 
is an array containing the K evaluation scores. Using cross-validation, 
we can fine-tune the hyper-parameters of the model evaluating all 
the possible combinations of hyper-parameters. 

Working with time series we want to be sure not to use future data to 
train the model. For this reason, here, we use the concept of dynamic 
test set to do the cross-validation on the return data. In this technique, 
after splitting the data to K folds, a rolling window test subset, which is 
adjacent to each training fold, will be used.  

This method is also known as Forward Chaining or Walk Forward 
Analysis. 
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The size of training sets and test sets are another important factor in a 
model’s success, so a good idea is to test the model under different 
split size. 

The following snippet defines three different combination of hyper-
parameters for kernels linear, polynomial, and RBF, respectively: 

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage 
Error (MAPE) are used to evaluate the models error: 

def mape(y_pred, y_true):
    # remove zero values
    y_pred = y_pred[y_true != 0]
    y_true = y_true[y_true != 0]
    # mean absolute percentage error
    T = float(y_true.shape[0])
    return np.sum(np.abs((y_true - y_pred)/(y_true))) / T

def rmse(y_pred, y_true):
    # root mean square error
    T = float(y_true.shape[0])
    return np.sqrt(np.sum((y_true - y_pred)**2) / T)

def mse(y_pred, y_true):
    # mean square error
    T = float(y_true.shape[0])
    return np.sum((y_true - y_pred)**2) / T

Next function applies the dynamic cross-validation. It receives the 
dataset for training the models, number of splits in the data for cross-
validation, fraction to divide each split to train and test parts, and shift 
value to evaluate the amount of rolling window movement at each 
iteration. Here, MSE is shown to evaluate the error of the models after 
training, but the introduced, RMSE and MAPE could also be defined 
as other measurements error.         In each fold, 70% of the split is used 
as training set and the rest of that split is used as the test set. 
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def cross_validate(X, y, model, fraction=0.7, num_splits=5, shift=0.3):

    num_samples = X.shape[0]
    split_size = int(num_samples / num_splits)
    shift_len = int(shift * split_size)
    train_len = int(fraction * split_size)
    mse_values = []

    for ind in range(0, num_samples-split_size, shift_len):
x_train, x_test = X[ind:ind+train_len], \

X[ind+train_len: ind+split_size]
y_train, y_test = y[ind:ind+train_len], \

y[ind+train_len: ind+split_size]
model.fit(x_train, y_train)
y_pred = model.predict(x_test)
mse_values.append(mse(y_pred, y_test))

    return np.mean(mse_values), model

Similar to the classification task, we write a prediction function and 
call it predict_returns. The argument of this function would be the 
attribute name (here Last Price) that we are interested to consider it 
as the variable. At first, the SVR model is defined inside a loop that 
makes the grid search. Then, cross_validation method is invoked to 
apply the dynamic cross-validation and return the error value. 
Comparing the error values, a decision will be made to select the best 
combination of the hyper-parameters’ values.  

def predict_returns(attribute='Last Price', fraction=0.8):

    return_logarithms = make_data(attribute='Last Price')
    df = np.array(return_logarithms)
    num_samples = df.shape[0]

    train_test_inds = np.random.permutation(num_samples)
    train_inds = train_test_inds[:int(fraction * num_samples)]
    test_inds = train_test_inds[int(fraction * num_samples) + 1:]

    X_train = df[train_inds, 1:]
    X_test = df[test_inds, 1:]
    Y_train = df[train_inds, 0]
    Y_test = df[test_inds, 0]
    Y_test_labels = []

    for y in list(Y_test):
if y >= 0:

Y_test_labels.append(1)
else:

Y_test_labels.append(0)

    # grid search for linear kernel
    best_mse_lin = float('inf')
    best_model_lin = None

    for C in param_lin_grid['C']:
svr_reg = SVR(kernel='linear', C=C)
mse_val_lin, model_lin = 

cross_validate(X_train, Y_train, model=svr_reg)

if mse_val_lin < best_mse_lin:
best_mse_lin = mse_val_lin
best_model_lin = model_lin

    print("C : ", best_model_lin.C)
    print("error: ", best_mse_lin)
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    Y_pred = best_model_lin.predict(X_test)

    print("RMSE: ", rmse(Y_pred, Y_test))
    print("MAPE: ", mape(Y_pred, Y_test))

    Y_pred_labels = []

    for y in list(Y_pred):
if y >= 0.:

Y_pred_labels.append(1)
else:

Y_pred_labels.append(0)

    accuracy_score(Y_test_labels, Y_pred_labels)

SVR results for Pbt dataset 

Linear Polynomial RBF 
C = 1 C = 1 C = 1 

--------- degree = 2 gamma = 0.1 
MAPE = 9.504 MAPE = 9.511 MAPE = 9.450 
RMSE = 0.012 RMSE = 0.012 RMSE = 0.011 
Acc = 50.67% Acc = 50.14% Acc = 50.86% 
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Conclusion:

In this post, we applied three different SVM models to classify asset 
prices to ‘buy’ or ‘sell’ classes. To make the data, return values of the 
close prices were evaluated and then assigned to the two classes 
based on their values. The performance measures of the models were 
compared by computing precision and recall values of the classifiers 
on the test set. Afterwards, the problem has been considered as a 
regression problem and we have used a SVM regressor to deal with it. 
We used the Forward Chaining method to apply cross-validation on 
the sequential training data. After doing the training, the optimal 
value for hyper-parameters, error and accuracy amounts on the test 
set, and behavior of SVR on the test set trend are presented.  
We have shown how to improve the prediction accuracy using more 
features and larger dataset or looking for a space where classification 
is easier. According to this last argument, we have shown how in 
literature SVMs are often the second stage of a dimensionality 
reduction process.  
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